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Choosing
CABINET HARDWARE

1 Count:
How many existing knobs and pulls do you have?

2 Measure:
To determine the drill holes, remove a current pull or knob from  
your cabinet door or drawer.

Measure the holes that are already drilled. For pulls, standard 
measurements are 3” or 96mm (slightly larger than 3 ¾”).

TIP: Be sure to measure your old hardware from the center of one 
screw to the center of the other (the “boring”) to ensure the replace-
ment hardware fits properly.

3 ClearanCe CheCk:
When choosing hardware, be sure to check that a knob’s projection 
will not interfere with the function of other cabinets or drawers.
You may need to choose a knob or pull with a shorter projection 
height to ensure proper opening of drawers.

4 style ChoiCe:
Most designers classify hardware in three different categories 
or styles. Choose a style that compliments your cabinets and 
personal taste.

Casual – Styles that include rustic, urban, country, whimsical and 
eclectic. These styles are easy to match to various ornamentation 
themes inside a home.

Contemporary – The best of Euro-Modern or cosmopolitan 
styles, often featuring sleek lines, sharp angles and modern fin-
ishes, such as Satin Nickel, Polished Chrome and Stainless Steel.

Traditional – Often know as “Old World”. These are classic designs 
often inspired by historical architecture.

5 Choose a Finish:
Match to your kitchen faucet, appliances, light fixtures or other 
accents. 

Don’t overlook cabinet 
hardware when you are remodel-
ing your kitchen or building a new 
home. It can make a big impact on 
the look of your kitchen. You use 
cabinet hardware dozens of times 
each day, choosing your hardware 
should be carefully thought out.



Test out 
hardware options 
on wood samples 
to get the 
desired look.



Cherry

Maple

Oak

Alder
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hardware PlaCeMent ideas:
Visually there is no wrong way to arrange your hardware. Which com-
bination works best for your home is your personal preference



new installation:
For new installations, use a drill hole template with drill bit. This will 
assure precision placement of your knobs and pulls.

Tools Required:
• 3/₁₆” Drill Bit

• Phillips Screwdriver

• Pencil



rePlaCeMent:
Knobs are easy to replace —simply take off your old knobs and screw 
in your new ones. To replace pulls without drilling new holes, mea-
sure the distance between the holes and choose new pulls with the 
same spacing. The most common hole spacing for pulls is 3”. If you are 
changing finishes, remember to change out functional hardware such 
as hinges as well.

Tools Required:
• Phillips Screwdriver



Pulls Knobs Knobs & Pulls

Hardware Finish Knob Count Pull Count
Kitchen Hardware

Bathroom Hardware

Furniture Update

Appliances

Faucet

Light Fixtures

Notes:

Measurements:


